IPP: SMART GOVERNMENT INVOICING

Electronic Invoicing: Why It Matters
Federal financial management is at the end of one era and on the threshold of another. Over the past four decades, Federal agencies have
adopted electronic payment methods that have saved the taxpayer billions of dollars.1 But the transition to efficient electronic payments is now
largely complete. Where is the next frontier of savings?
Today, the Federal government spends nearly 300 million dollars annually to process invoices from commercial suppliers of goods and services.2 By
converting this largely manual process to electronic, the government could create significant savings just as it has from electronic payments. The
technology for efficient electronic invoicing is well-established and available to all Federal agencies. To continue the trend of financial efficiency that
began in the 1970s, the Federal government should adopt electronic invoicing in the 21st century just as it adopted electronic payment methods in
the 20th century.

A historical parallel
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The Federal government was one of the first organizations to adopt Direct Deposit.
When Treasury issued the first electronic salary payments for civilian Air Force employees
in 1976, Direct Deposit was in its infancy. The Federal government’s confidence in Direct
Deposit contributed to its adoption across all of American commerce. Today, over 22
billion electronic payments – both commercial and governmental – are made annually.3
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Direct Deposit has transformed how Treasury makes payments and has saved the
taxpayer billions of dollars. In 1950, almost 2,300 Treasury employees disbursed paper
checks in 29 facilities across the country.4 Today, 95 percent of all Treasury payments
are by Direct Deposit.5 In 2014, Treasury issued five times as many payments as 1950
with less than 320 employees. And with Direct Deposit, the payee is receiving a faster,
more reliable and secure payment.
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International adoption of e-invoicing
Other nations realize the benefit of electronic invoicing and have launched
initiatives to increase its use. Thirty five countries have either mandated
electronic invoicing for their national governments or have created
incentives for its adoption.6 In 2012, the European Union mandated
electronic invoicing for public procurement by all of its member nations.
Economic studies estimate the European Union might save over 2.3 billion
Euros ($2.5 billion) when all invoices for public procurement have been
converted to electronic form.7
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A benefit to business
Although electronic invoicing can produce enormous savings for the government purchaser,
the private sector vendor to the government will benefit an equal amount. Each year, tens of
thousands of private businesses supply over 500 billion dollars of goods and services to the
Federal government.8 Submitting paper invoices to a Federal agency is as burdensome to
the vendor as it is to the agency itself. Typing a paper invoice, mailing and filing it prolongs
an archaic paper-based process in an otherwise all-electronic modern business office. The
Finnish Treasury found that private vendors to the government saved 57 percent when
submitting electronic invoices.9 But cost saving is not the only benefit for the vendor. A
survey of international businesses found that private sector vendors are adopting electronic
invoicing for a faster invoicing cycle, more accurate data, better cash management and
improved customer relations – not just cost saving.10

The potential for Federal savings
The recent benchmarking survey by Federal Chief Financial Officers found that the 24 CFO
Act agencies spent over 297 million dollars processing 19.1 million invoices in 2013. Only
38 percent of these were in electronic form, largely due to the departments of Defense and
Veterans Affairs, two agencies that vigorously embraced electronic invoicing over a decade
ago. The Federal government still processes over 12 million paper invoices per year at an
estimated cost of about 230 million dollars for those paper invoices alone.11 A survey of all
available research reveals that processing an electronic invoice is at least 50 percent cheaper
than a paper invoice.12 These studies are surprisingly consistent in their estimates. Regardless
of whether they were conducted by private firms or public agencies, European or American,
the estimated savings are within a narrow band between 45 percent and 65 percent. At
Treasury, our first-hand experience confirms these estimates. When the Bureau of Engraving
and Printing implemented electronic invoicing, they realized a 48 percent savings. Although
the results of a single study cannot be precisely applied to an enterprise as large the Federal
government, the studies do provide an order-of-magnitude indication of the potential savings.
Assuming that the Federal government could realize the 50 percent savings that the seven
independent studies suggest, the potential savings could be on the order of one hundred
million dollars per year when all invoices are electronic.13
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Conclusion: Is electronic invoicing at the
tipping point?
Federal agencies have shown a growing interest in electronic invoicing.
Currently, seven of the 24 CFO Act agencies have established electronic
invoicing capabilities and eleven more have expressed an interest in
implementing some capability in the near future.14 Over a hundred
thousand vendors are currently enabled for electronic invoicing
with the Federal government.15 The early adopters have proven that
electronic invoicing can produce benefits for Federal agencies and
vendors and savings for the taxpayers as well. The tipping point will be
reached when the Federal government mandates electronic invoicing
just as it mandated electronic payments in 2010.16
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